This paper describes a set of function primitives which have been designed for support of expert systems and logic programs. The functions could be offered as part of the computer architecture by implementing them in microcode and partially in hardware. The functions are primarily (but not exclusively) oriented towards support of logic programming languages such as Prolog for implementing expert systems. Particular emphasis is given to supporting the parallel execution of expert system applications by multiple processors. The concepts described are based on the Concurrent Data Access Architecture (CDAA). It is shown that ORparallelism, as well as AND-parallelism, can be supported.
Introduction
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been published and in some cases implemented [ 1, 21. This paper describes a computer architecture having a similar aim but which has two specific additional goals:
1. The proposed computer architecture is an evolutionary extension of the standard von Neumann computer.
2.
The proposed computer architecture is intended to be the basis for further extensions and modifications (i.e., it is experimental). The authors believe that too much rigidity in such an architecture is undesirable at this time. This idea is similar to that of the CM* Testbed [3].
The computer architecture described here is called AIK-0. It is oriented primarily towards support of logic programming languages such as Prolog [4] and is intended to permit efficient implementations of Prolog. Furthermore, the authors assume that languages other than Prolog (e&, LISP, OPS5) will continue to be used (not only for performance reasons) for implementing expert systems. Therefore, AIK-0 aims at providing support for such languages as well. However, the support offered by AIK-0 is described here only in general terms.
Particular emphasis is put on support of parallel processing. The performance improvements which are necessary to extend the range of feasible expert systems applications can only be achieved by utilizing a high degree of parallel processing. The authors believe that significant, to data), in CDAA the cache holds a local copy of the Shared Read/Write data. This allows an efficient realization of the explicitly controlled data access mentioned above by assuming that such data are accessible only when they reside in the cache. The data are moved into the cache only as the result of the LOCKDatafield instruction. In addition, the concept of an explicitly controlled cache supports versions of data and thereby the facilities to back out (transaction processing) or backtrack (logic programming) to previous states. Dispatching of processes is controlled by CDAA. This means that a process is set to the wait state when it tries to obtain an inaccessible lock or to read uninitialized data. The process is resumed when a data field it has been waiting for becomes available (unlocked or instantiated).
0 CDAA instructions Two groups of CDAA instructions are distinguished:
Data field management instructions -(CLEAR-DF,
LOCK-DF, UNLOCK-DF, READ-UNSAFE, COMPARE-AND-SWAP).
Cache management instructions -(CLEAR-CACHE, COMMIT-CACHE, CHECKPOINT-CACHE, RESTORE-CACHE).
An overview of these instructions is given below.
CLEAR-DF (address,length)
The CLEAR-DF instruction prepares for the detection of read-type references to the specified data field before this data field is initialized. The instruction changes the state of the data field such that CDAA can audit read attempts to the data field. Such read references are either rejected or result in setting the process issuing the read request to the wait state. Update of the data field (by use of LOCK-DF with WRITE access or by COMPARE-AND-SWAP) resets the data field state such that read references are no longer supervised. If a data field to be cleared is locked by another process, the process which issued the CLEAR-DF instruction is set to the wait state.
LOCK-DF (address,length,type)
The LOCK-DF instruction must be issued before a data field in the Shared Read/Write Data can be accessed by a processor. The "type" field may be READ or WRITE. WRITE locks are exclusive locks; READ locks can be shared by multiple processors.
The instruction causes the specified data fields to be copied from the Shared Read/Write Data to the cache. If a data field to be locked has already been locked by another process (except when it is a READ-lock request for a READlocked data field), the current process is set to the wait state.
UNLOCK-DF (address,length,type)
The UNLOCK-DF instruction releases locks held for data fields and in case of WRITE locks commits the data field values. By use of a type parameter (whose value may be either READ or 0), it is possible to change a lock from WRITE to READ.
Committing data means that the data fields are copied from the cache back to the Shared Read/Write memory.
A further result of the UNLOCK-DF instruction is that processes waiting for the unlocked data fields are made dispatchable.
READ-UNSAFE (source-address,target-addresslength)
The contents of the source data field are copied to the target data field. The source data field may be located in the Shared Read/Write Memory; the target data field must be in Private Memory. The source data field is not locked (i.e., for Read access). Therefore, the value copied may change before it is further processed (it is unsafe). The instruction is primarily useful in connection with the Compare-and-Swap instruction described next.
COMPARE-AND-SWAP (source-addr,comp-addr.targetaddrlength)
The target data field gets the value of the source data field, provided its present value is equal to that of the comparison data field. The combined function of comparison and value update is executed as an atomic operation. rejected.
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CLEAR-CACHE
The contents of the cache are cleared and all locks held by the process are released.
COMMIT-CACHE
All data field values of the cache are written (committed) to the Shared Read/Write Data.
CHECKPOINT-CACHE (uddress,length)
The contents of the cache are saved at the specified area. By the use of the RESTORE-CACHE instruction, the saved copy can be reinstalled at a later time. This facility is useful to establish versions of data and to back out or backtrack to previous versions.
RESTORE-CACHE (uddress,option)
The cache is loaded with the data fields contained in the specified area. The specified area must have been previously loaded by a CHECKPOINT-CACHE instruction.
Two cases are distinguished by the option parameter. Option = RESET indicates the case where a previously checkpointed status is reestablished. Option = COPY is provided primarily for support of OR-node parallelism and means that a previously checkpointed status is used; however, it is mapped to a new area and therefore does not interfere with the original data fields.
For a more detailed description of the Concurrent Data Access Architecture, see 151.
CDAA is assumed to be used not only for the implementation of the AIK-0 instructions but also directly for controlling parallelism by an expert system application. Therefore, because it might be utilized in other application areas (e.& transaction processing), the CDAA instructions are part of the AIK-0 machine interface.
AIK-0 instructions
This section describes the machine instructions which represent AIK-0, except for the CDAA instructions, which have already been described. The AIK-0 machine instructions provide support in areas such as parallel processing, process management, storage management, logic programming, and pattern matching. Table 1 summarizes the AIK-0 machine instructions.
The reasons for including particular instructions in AIK-0 differ. In order of priority, the following four reasons are distinguished:
I. To provide basic functions which are not available with typical von Neumann computers. The CDAA functions belong to this category.
2.
To provide functions whose performance is of critical importance to the overall performance of expert systems and logic programming applications. The GET, PUT, and PMATCH instructions are in this category. To provide functions which are heavily impacted by parallel processing and where there is a chance to handle this impact more efficiently in microcode. With GETM, FREM, and part of the process management instructions, this is the case.
To provide functions in AIK-0 to establish a clean layering structure. By inclusion of UNBIND, DEREF, and some of the process management instructions, it is possible to hide certain control information from the AIK-0 user.
The individual AIK-0 instructions are now described.
ATTACH (utt-list,puss_list-ptr,process-id,)
A new process is started and a processid uniquely identifying the process is returned.
are passed in attlist; e.g., the entry I oint address, where control is to be passed; pass-listptr points to a parameter list to be passed to the newly created process. If a free processor is available (Le., free-processor-count > 0), the process is started on a new processor and the freeprocessor-count is updated. If there is no free processor available, the process is created; however, it is held dormant until a processor becomes free.
RESET (process-id)
The process denoted by the processid is terminated. If processid = 0, the process issuing the RESET request itself is reset. Termination of the process means that its execution is stopped and all resources allocated by the process are freed.
All parameters defining the type of process being started
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If there is no other process waiting to be dispatched on the present processor, the processor is stopped and the freeprocessor-count is updated.
WAIT (waitcondition,datafield)
The current process is set into wait state until the specified wait condition is signaled for the specified data field.
In general, the wait conditions are numbers whose meaning is not known to AIK-0 (e.g., wait-condition-I = wait for terminal input, wait-condition-2 = wait for messages from process-x). The numbers get their desired meaning from the fact that a complementary MAKE-DISPATCHABLE instruction with the same wait condition (number) has to be issued. In addition, some wait condition numbers are preassigned by AIK-0, such as "wait for data field to become unlocked."
MAKE-DISPATCHABLE (process-id,
waitcondition,dataJield) The specified process (or all processes if process-id = 0) is made dispatchable if it is waiting for the specified wait condition and data field.
GETM (subpool-no,area-addr,area-length)
A storage area of the specified arealength is allocated for the issuing process within the subpool specified by subpool no.
A subpool identifies a collection of storage with common characteristics, such as lifetime, protection, access rights. These subpools are allocated in either of the following parts of the virtual memory:
Private Virtual Storage (PVS) 0 5 subpoolno 5 127 Shared Virtual Storage (SVS) 128 I subpoolno 5 255
If no more storage of the requested type (PVS or SVS) is available, the condition code is set to I and areaaddr is zeroed on return.
If arealength = 0 is specified, the maximum available space is returned in the arealength parameter. In this case, ,parm~block,arg~block,gst~ptr,Ist-ptr, 
GET (context~ptr
tot-ptr)
The GET instruction unifies the parameters of a clause head with the arguments of a call. Parameters are assumed to be given in a parm-block, arguments are assumed to be given in an argblock. The context describes the logic program state. If no parallelism occurs, the context consists of the global stack, local stack, and trail. In the case of parallelism, these stacks are tree-shaped. Nodes in these trees occur whenever parallelism is started. The corresponding pieces of global stack, local stack, and trail together with some header information form a context. The contexts are backward chained. It is assumed that all constants referenced within a program are numbered. Their corresponding reference number c o n s t n o is used to identify them uniquely; c o n s t no may be a pointer. The constant nil is handled the same way.
and a list may be viewed as a structure with a special functor.
Functors of structures are referenced by the same scheme, areaaddr = 0 is returned and the condition code is set to 2.
parm_tag No space is allocated in this case!
FREM (subpool-no,area-addr,area-length)
The allocated storage within the given subpool, starting at areaaddr and having the indicated length, is freed. The area to be freed must fit completely into an area allocated with previous GETM instructions.
With shared subpools it is the responsibility of the user to All the unifications and therefore all the bindings take place within AIK-0. When variables are to be bound in a context located in the shared read/write memory, GET uses the appropriate CDAA instructions (LOCK-DF, READ-UNSAFE, COMPARE-AND-SWAP) to access the data fields.
The GET instruction is a generalization of the GET instructions of Warren [7] . Since control flow will take place above the AIK-0 interface, a compiler producing code for sequential processing can produce code equivalent to that of the Warren machine. All register optimizations are possible, as in' [7] . The identity of argument registers and temporary variable registers can be exploited; temporary and permanent variables can be distinguished.
When AIK-0 is implemented in microcode, the data representation is fixed in the hardware. It is possible to enrich the set of tags to support a greater diversity of data types, e.g., integers, floating point numbers, strings, etc. Generic data types supporting several different tags for types with identical internal data representation would allow the user to distinguish between different kinds of data of the same basic type.
Whether the unification algorithm used by the GET instruction should incorporate the occur check is left open. It is a question of performance. If it is available, whether the occur check should take place or not may be specifiable by a parameter. In a software solution a unification error due to the missing occur check results in a stack overflow; in a hardware solution it results in an exception.
PUT (context-ptr,parrn-block,arg-block,gst-ptr)
The PUT instruction builds an argblock for a call of a procedure corresponding to a goal in the body of a clause. This may include creation of a reference in the global stack in case that parm-tag = unsafe-tag or parmfag = tempvar-tag. In the cases of structures or lists, copies are made on the global stack as proposed by Warren [7] ("unification in write mode").
UNBIND (context-ptr,reJ;length)
The flow of control of a logic program (especially the initiation of backtracking) is not controlled by AIK-0. Therefore, the AIK-0 instruction UNBIND is provided to undo previous bindings.
The 
DEREF (context_ptr,reJrl,r2)
The DEREF function scans the chain of references (through all levels) and returns in r 1 the term to which the reference ref is bound. This includes the handling of read-only variables and of get-pointers. The AIK-0 concept for the treatment of these two types of references is similar to the one described in [6] . Field r2 points to the first get-pointer or the last read-only variable. When moving through the reference chain, DEREF uses the appropriate CDAA instructions (LOCK-DF, READ-UNSAFE, COMPARE-AND-SWAP) to access contexts located in the shared read/write memory. 107
PMATCH (search-areaformat-descr,pattern-spec,result-area)
The PMATCH instruction supports pattern matching in a general way. Pattern matching is applied to an area in virtual storage. The area may be structured, for example, into fixedor variable-length character strings. This is specified by the format-descr parameter:
format A pattern-spec in the syntax described above has to be translated (compiled) into a mask before the PMATCH instruction can be invoked. This results in operations which offer the potential for microcode and hardware assistance (see [ 1 I, 121 ).
of character strings and the position where the search finished. If the result-area overflows, search is interrupted and the position of interruption is returned in result-area. This position may then be used to continue search with a repeated invocation of PMATCH.
Logic programming with AIK-0
One of the primary objectives of AIK-0 is to permit support of a large variety of logic programming implementations and of different language features. This section shows the spectrum of solutions supported by AIK-O, rather than the details of a specific solution.
Unijication, dereferencing Unification is the function which matches the arguments of an actual goal against the parameters of a clause head. Its efficiency largely determines the efficiency of the whole logic programming implementation.
AIK-0 supports this function by the GET instruction. This requires some assumptions with respect to the format in which the logic programming variables are stored in memory and the types of variables to be distinguished. Besides the logic program constructs, such as variable, constant, structure, and list, AIK-0 also allows one to distinguish cases which have proven to be useful (see [7, 13, 141) for the implementation of Prolog compilers, such as local variable, global variable, permanent variable, temporary variable, etc. In addition, Read-only variables are supported as required with certain parallel logic programming languages such as Concurrent Prolog and Parlog (see below). However, this does not mean that all logic programming implementations based on AIK-0 have to distinguish all these types of variables and references. Implementations with less sophisticated variable types are imaginable. Conversely, it may also be reasonable to handle simple types of unification, e.g., void variables (variables which occur only once in the clause) without the use of the GET instruction of AIK-0. when variables are accessed for purposes other than unification, for example, inspected or copied (see ORparallelism).
Storage management
The AIK-0 instructions GET, PUT, DEREF, UNBIND support a structuring of logic programming data into Local Stack, Global Stack, and Trail, as known from literature on Prolog implementations [7, 151. But these instructions can also be used to operate on less complex structures, e.g., on a single stack. 
Parallel processing
The AIK-0 instructions described in Section 4 have been designed with the view of supporting AND-parallelism as well as OR-parallelism. However, only the low-level part of the parallel processing support is covered by the AIK-0 instructions. The layer above AIK-0 must include the highlevel parallel processing support, e.g., support of control flow.
Besides 
Support of other programming languages for writing expert systems
It is conceivable that many expert systems will still be written in languages other than Prolog. Three types of languages are anticipated:
1. Languages which have been designed for support of artificial intelligence applications. OPS5 [2 11, derivations of Planner, such as Microplanner and CONNIVER, and similar languages, e.g., Popler and POP2 (see [9, 10, 22, 231) belong to this category. specifically aimed at support of A.I., is very popular for writing A.I. applications. 3. Generaf-purpose languages. In order to achieve optimal execution performance, it is also the practice to write expert system shells in a general-purpose programming language, such as Pascal.
2. LISP [24] . This is a language which, although not Although AIK-0 puts emphasis on supporting logic programming languages, it aims at offering assistance to all three types of languages listed above. There are some common characteristics and requirements which can be seen for all these languages (at least when used for the implementation of expert systems). There are four areas which could probably benefit from an extended computer architecture such as AIK-0: The PMATCH instruction described in Section 4 has been designed for support of these applications.
Summary
In the preceding sections a computer architecture called AIK-0 for support of expert systems and logic programming has been described. AIK-0, which is represented primarily by a set of machine instructions, could be an extension of most traditional von Neumann computers. AIK-0 is called an experimental computer architecture because the area of expert systems and logic programming is not yet considered to be stable enough to aim for a firm computer architecture. Areas where the utilization of AIK-0 may help in achieving some consolidation are Finding the right degree of compilation and degree of Determining the extent to which parallel processing may microcode or hardware assistance. speed up expert system applications and suitable solutions for doing this.
Determining heuristic methods for the optimal scheduling of AND-parallelism and OR-parallelism.
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